What Isabella Wanted: Isabella Stewart Gardner Builds a Museum
by Candace Fleming, illustrated Matthew Cordell

ABOUT THE BOOK
From multiple award-winning author Candace Fleming and Caldecott Medalist Matthew Cordell comes the true story of a woman who always did things her own way with inimitable personality and drive.

For years, the indomitable Isabella Stewart Gardner searched the world for magnificent artwork and filled her home with a truly unique collection, with the aim of turning it into a museum, which she established in 1903. Her exhibits were not organized historically, stylistically, or by artist. Instead, they were arranged based on the connections Isabella felt toward the art, a connection she hoped to encourage in her visitors.

For years, her museum delighted generations of Bostonians and visitors with the collections arranged exactly as she wanted. But in 1990, a spectacular burglary occurred when two thieves disguised as police officers stole thirteen paintings, valued at $500 million, including a Rembrandt and a Vermeer. They have yet to be recovered, though a $10 million reward is still being offered for their safe return.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

- What is a mansion? Study the illustration of the house on the first page. Why is it called a mansion? Take a close look at the next double-page spread. What does the courtyard reveal about Isabella Stewart Gardner’s house? What is significant about the illustration of the stairs? What do you think the “picture frames” are waiting for?

- Study the title page. Why do you think Isabella’s arms are outstretched? Point out other times in the book that Isabella spreads her arms wide. What do these illustrations reveal about Isabella’s mission?

- Discuss the meaning of “brash” and “extravagant.” Take information from the text and the illustrations and explain Isabella’s “brash” and “extravagant” behaviors. Describe the faces of the people who are watching Isabella on p. 7. Which characters seem the most astonished by what they see? Which character is showing the most disapproval?

- Take a look at the illustration on p. 6. Debate whether it is a portrait or a mirror. How might it be both? What is Isabella’s opinion of Boston society?
Look at the illustration of Isabella on the ship (pp. 8–9). Where is she pointing? How do the illustration and the text work together to reveal her destination? Explain how Isabella’s pointed finger leads the reader to the next page of her adventure. What is Isabella seeking on her journey? How do you know that she has found what she is looking for? Explain how this further reveals her “extravagant” ways.

What is the role of an art buyer? How do they help Isabella acquire unique pieces of art? Discuss the difference in “wrong” and “illegal” practices. Some of the art that Isabella purchased had to be smuggled to Isabella’s Boston mansion. How does this suggest that she is engaged in something wrong and illegal?

At what point does Isabella decide to build a museum? The text reveals how involved Isabella was in planning and building the museum. How do the illustrations show how much she supervised the project? In which illustration is she complaining? There is no text on the page that shows the completed museum. Take a close look at the illustration of Isabella. What might she be thinking?

Why does Isabella call her treasures her “glories”? How do her “glories” include more than works of art? Why should art be displayed properly? How does Isabella take great care with the displays of her art? Discuss why she gets angry when people touch her art objects.

Isabella opened her museum/home for many years to the public, and when she died, she left the museum and the art to the people of Boston. In 1990, thieves stole some of the art. Study the illustrations of the break-in. Describe the disguise of the two thieves. What is body language? How do the facial expressions and the body language of the men suggest that they are thieves? Why are they so interested in Isabella’s art? In what ways do the police, private detectives, and the FBI try to solve the theft? The crime remains unsolved. Why do you think the empty frames are left hanging?

Read about Isabella Stewart Gardner at the end of the book. Why might she be considered an “art thief”? Take a virtual visit of the museum (gardnermuseum.org). How does it reflect Isabella’s personality and passion?
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